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4     NEW PRODUCTS
B .  SCREAMIN’ EAGLE® VENTILATOR 

EXTREME AIR CLEANER
Let it breathe! The open-face filter design of the Screamin' 
Eagle®  Ventilator Extreme Air Cleaner Kit flows 39% more 
air than a traditional perimeter high-flow filter.  When 
combined with an additional 1/2" of air filter thickness and 
the smooth radius die-cast back plate, this open filter can 
feed a large displacement engine with an unobstructed 
flow of clean air that can support output of over 150hp.  
Kit includes a die-cast back plate, an open-face , water-
resistant, washable oiled-cotton filter element and all 
required installation gaskets and hardware.  Optional Rain 
Sock P/N 29400412 is available to protect the exposed 
element in extreme inclement weather.  Choice of either 
Gloss Black (P/N 61300994) or Chrome (P/N 61300993) 
cover kit REQUIRED to complete installation.

Fits '18-later Softail® and '17-later Touring and Trike 
models.  Requires Ventilator Extreme Air Cleaner Cover 
Kit P/N 61300993 or 61300994 to complete installation.  
All models require ECM calibration with Screamin' Eagle 
Pro Street Tuner for proper installation. 50-state U.S. 
EPA approved. 

 29400397 Gloss Black . $199 .95

 29400396 Chrome . $199 .95

C . SCREAMIN’ EAGLE VENTILATOR EXTREME 
AIR CLEANER COVER
The Ventilator Extreme Air Cleaner Cover trims the face 
of the Screamin' Eagle Ventilator Extreme filter in style 
and features aggressive mounting lugs, polished stainless 
steel custom ARP fasteners and an inset Screamin' Eagle 
medallion.  The cast aluminum cover wraps the leading 
edge of the filter element, covering the rubber gasket 
without restricting air flow. This Air Cleaner Cover is 
required to complete installation of the Ventilator Extreme 
Air Cleaner Kit P/N 29400396 & 29400397.

Fits Screamin' Eagle Ventilator Extreme Air Cleaner Kits 
P/Ns 29400396 and 29400397. Includes necessary ARP 
hardware. Also fits standard Ventilator Air Cleaner Kits 
P/N 29400298 and 29400299 with separate purchase 
of Ventilator Extreme Air Filter P/N 29400400.

 61300994 Gloss Black . $169 .95

 61300993 Chrome . $169 .95

A .   SCREAMIN’ EAGLE® HEAVY BREATHER 
EXTREME AIR CLEANER
We've taken the iconic Screamin' Eagle®   Heavy Breather 
Air Cleaner to the next level - an extreme performance 
level. Designed for maximum performance, this extra-
large Screamin' Eagle Heavy Breather Extreme Air Filter 
flows 42% more air than a traditional Heavy Breather 
filter.  Air moves smoothly through the filter due to an 
interior bell-shape feature and then travels through a 
unique round to oval transitioned tube to improve leg 
clearance while providing unobstructed air to the throttle 
body.  At speeds over 60 mph, the filter captures air from 
the front, forcing the air through a smaller area to create 
a RAM air effect, while the long intake tube enhances 
torque beyond other Ventilator and Round High-Flow 
Filters for enhanced acceleration.  Designed to feed a 
large displacement engine enough clean air that can 
support output of over 150hp.  The water-resistant filter 
is washable and rechargeable. The intake tube and 
back plate are dressed in rich, gloss black or mirror-like 
chrome and are made from cast aluminum. The back 
plate features a Screamin' Eagle logo. Kit includes all 
required mounting hardware.

Fits '18-later Softail®, '17-later Touring and '17-later
Freewheeler® models. Does not fit models equipped with
fairing lower glove boxes or fairing lower speakers. All 
models require ECM calibration with Screamin' Eagle
Pro Street Tuner for proper installation. 50-State U.S. 
EPA compliant.

 29400387 Gloss Black . $479 .95

 29400388 Chrome . $479 .95

2 GO LIGHT: These Screamin’ Eagle® products are 
50-State compliant for sale and use on all vehicles, 
including those that are pollution-controlled. Complies 
with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 86, subparts 
E and F.
Street legal and/or street compliant statements refer to product meeting 
50-State emissions and noise standards in the United States. The street 
legal and/or street compliant statements may not apply to markets outside 
of the United States.
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A . SCREAMIN’ EAGLE® VENTILATOR EXTREME 
K&N AIR FILTER ELEMENT
K&N replacement air filters are engineered to improve 
airflow for increased horsepower and quicker acceleration.  
The Screamin' Eagle® Ventilator Extreme K&N® Air Filter 
Element is a replacement filter designed specifically 
for Screamin' Eagle Ventilator Extreme Air Cleaners. 
This replacement filter provides excellent filtration and, 
because they are washable and reusable, you can clean 
the filter whenever conditions demand.

 29400400  $94 .95
Fits Screamin' Eagle Ventilator and Ventilator Extreme 
Air Cleaner Kits.  Requires Ventilator Extreme Air 
Cleaner Cover Kit P/N 61300993 or 61300994 to 
complete installation.

B .   SCREAMIN’ EAGLE AIR CLEANER RAIN 
SOCK
Protect your exposed-element air cleaner during inclement 
weather. This mesh cover stretches over the filter to repel 
moisture that could damage the filter and be drawn into 
the engine. The breathable cover does not significantly 
reduce air flow to the engine.

 29400412  $19 .95
Fits Screamin' Eagle Ventilator Extreme Air  
Cleaner Kits.

C . SCREAMIN’ EAGLE EXTREME-FLOW 
55MM INTAKE MANIFOLD
This Screamin’ Eagle 55mm Extreme-Flow Intake Manifold 
features enhanced, 55mm, air-guzzling geometry and 
hand-polished intake runners to provide uninhibited 
airflow to the engine resulting in a 2% - 4% increase 
in horsepower that you will notice. The cast-aluminum 
construction of this intake manifold withstands sustained 
high-engine temperatures for reliability even under the 
harshest riding conditions. This Manifold fits the stock 
throttle body and all Screamin' Eagle Intake Kits and 
works with all current Screamin' Eagle Pro Street Tuner 
calibrations.

 27300167  $189 .95
Fits '18-later Softail and '17-later Touring and 
Trike models.  All models require ECM calibration 
with Screamin' Eagle Pro Street Tuner for proper 
installation. 50-State U.S. EPA compliant.
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8     NEW PRODUCTS
A .  LITHIUM LiFe BATTERY

Want a reliable, long-lasting motorcycle battery with 
powerful cranking amps? Now you can have all that 
along with a massive reduction in battery weight. The 
Harley-Davidson® Lithium LiFe Batteries offer more than 
2-times longer battery life and more cranking amps than 
standard AGM batteries. Compared to AGM batteries, 
the Lithium LiFe batteries weigh an impressive 17.6 lbs 
less on Touring models, 12.2 lbs less on Softail®, Dyna®, 
and V-Rod® models and, 8.8 lbs less on Sportster® and 
Street™ models. The Lithium LiFe Battery has a very slow 
self-discharge rate during storage and, when properly 
disconnected, they are maintenance free for 12 months.  
The LiFe Motorcycle Battery uses an impressive 85% of 
Amp Hour capacity compared to only 10% for an AGM 
battery which provides power to your accessories such 
as audio and lighting.  The LiFe battery features high 
quality machined brass terminals for an uncompromised 
connection and an on-board tester that allows you to 
instantly see your battery's power level. Touring and 
Softail model LiFe Batteries come with a caddy that 
ensure perfect fitment into the battery compartment, 
foam blocks are not required. For optimal charging, use 
the Harley-Davidson 800 mA Weatherproof Dual Mode 
Battery Tender, sold separately.

1 . 66000171 4Ah Battery . $199 .95

1 . 66000228 4Ah Battery – California . $199 .95
Fits '15-later XG, '04-later XL and '08-'13 XR models. 
'04-'13 XL models require separate purchase of 
Hardware Kit P/N 66000234.

2 . 66000174 6Ah Battery . $249 .95

2 . 66000229 6Ah Battery – California . $249 .95
Fits '07-'17 VRSC (except '07 VRSCR), '04-'17 Dyna, 
and '04-later Softail models. '07-'17 VRSC and 
'04-'07 Softail models require separate purchase of 
Hardware Kit P/N 66000234.

3 . 66000175 8Ah Battery . $299 .95

3 . 66000230 8Ah Battery – California .  $299 .95
Fits ‘04-later Touring and ’09-later Trike 
models.'04-'07 Touring models require separate 
purchase of Hardware Kit P/N 66000234. 

B .  LITHIUM LiFe BATTERY
  HARDWARE KIT

This kit enables fitment of Lithium LiFe motorcycle 
Batteries on older model vehicles. Kit includes (2) washers 
and (2) extended length screws.

 66000234  $7 .95
For use with H-D LiFe Batteries on the following 
models: '04-'07 Touring; '04-'07 Softail; '04-'13 XL; 
'02 -'17 VRSC.

C . HARLEY-DAVIDSON® 800 mA 
WEATHERPROOF DUAL MODE

 BATTERY TENDER
 This fully-automatic Harley-Davidson® Weatherproof  

Dual-Mode Battery Tender is perfect for short- or 
long-term motorcycle battery charging needs. 
Selectable charge options provide optimal charging 
for your Harley-Davidson Lithium LiFe Motorcycle or 
AGM Lead-Acid Batteries and, the waterproof 
housing ensures there won't be a problem even if 
water gets into your storage area. The vibration- and 
shock-resistant Battery Tender is reverse polarity 
protected and spark-proof, even when the leads 
touch. The Tender also includes an LED front panel to 
indicate the battery's state of charge. Time to 
recharge a fully discharged Lithium battery is 5-9 
hours. Time to recharge a dead AGM battery is 8-12 
hours.

For use with Harley-Davidson Lithium and AGM batteries.

 66000181 U .S . $59 .95

 66000182 Europe . $59 .95

 66000183 U .K .  $59 .95

 66000184 Australia . $59 .95

 66000185 Japan . $59 .95

D .  HARLEY-DAVIDSON®  HEAVY SYNTHETIC 
GEAR OIL
TESTED-CERTIFIED for use in Harley-Davidson 
transmission and primary chaincase applications. 
Exclusively engineered for Harley-Davidson Motorcycles, 
this Heavy Synthetic Gear Oil is intended for use in extreme 
temperature environments (desert heat or cold weather), 
frequent two-up riding and heavy load riding applications. 
This dual viscosity (SAE 80W-140), heavy weight gear 
& primary oil was developed with proprietary additives 
and pure synthetic base stock so it flows better at cold 
start-up then in high temperatures viscosity behaves 
like a 140 weight oil to provide maximum protection. 
Formulated to maintain the proper coefficient of friction 
for clutch operation and to provide superior lubrication for 
the primary chain drive. This Gear Oil was formulated to 
provide specialized lubricity for the anti-wear requirements 
of transmission gears across a wider temperature range 
than mineral based oil. This Heavy Synthetic Gear Oil 
is approved by Harley-Davidson for use in all stages of 
transmission and primary chaincase life. This is not for 
use in the crankcase as a motor oil.
For all H-D® Transmissions and the following primary 
chaincase applications: ‘71-later XL, ’83-'84 XR1000, 
'08-'13 XR, and '84-later Big Twin models with wet-
type diaphragm spring clutch.  Not for use in '02-'17  
VRSC™ or '15-later XG models.

 62600091 U .S . $19 .95

 62600093 Europe/Latin America . $19 .95

 62600094 Asia/Pacific . $19 .95
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AUDIO



 BOOM!™ AUDIO BLUETOOTH® CHECKLIST
FULL or 3/4 HELMET HALF HELMET

BOOM!™ AUDIO  
30K BLUETOOTH®  
HELMET HEADSET

BOOM!  AUDIO  
20S EVO BLUETOOTH 

HELMET HEADSET

BOOM!  AUDIO  
10S BLUETOOTH  

HELMET HEADSET

BOOM!  AUDIO  
EXPAND BLUETOOTH 

HALF HELMET HEADSET

76000838 (Single)  
76000840 (Dual Pack)

76000736A (Single) 
76000740A (Dual Pack)

76000837 (Single) 
76000839 (Dual Pack) 76000835

  START  
  HERE

FOR MODELS EQUIPPED WITH 
BOOM!  BOX 6.5 GT OR GTS 

RADIO AND THE WHIM  
(SOLD SEPARATELY) 

TALK TO YOUR BIKE  
+ YOUR MESH  

NETWORK GROUP

TALK TO YOUR BIKE 
+ YOUR GROUP

(Bluetooth)

TALK TO YOUR BIKE  
& YOUR PASSENGER

TALK TO YOUR BIKE  
& YOUR PASSENGER

FOR ALL MODELS

TALK TO YOUR GROUP 
(Bluetooth &  

Mesh Network)  
OR TALK TO YOUR GROUP  

(Mesh Network)  
+ YOUR SMARTPHONE

TALK TO YOUR GROUP 
(Bluetooth)  

+ YOUR SMARTPHONE

TALK TO YOUR GROUP 
(Bluetooth)  

OR CONNECT TO YOUR 
SMARTPHONE

TALK TO YOUR GROUP 
(Bluetooth)  

OR CONNECT TO YOUR 
SMARTPHONE

ADVANCED NOISE 
CONTROL

Ambient noise cancellation for 
incoming and outgoing audio

AUDIO BOOST Automatic volume boost to 
counteract ambient noise

AMBIENT MODE Option to hear regular road  
and surrounding noises

FM RADIO 10 preset station memory for 
integrated FM Radio

STEREO SOUND Audio from both speakers 
for all functions

UNIVERSAL  
INTERCOM

Ability to connect with  
any headset via Bluetooth  

regardless of manufacturer

BLUETOOTH  
INTERCOM

Ability to wirelessly communicate  
with other riders (max. # of connections)

Up to  
4-Way Intercom

Up to  
8-Way Intercom

Up to  
4-Way Intercom

Up to 
4-Way Intercom

MESH  
INTERCOM 
NETWORK

Ability to wirelessly communicate 
with other riders without pairing  

(max. # of connections)

Up to 16-Way Intercom 
(Private Mode) / 

Virtually Limitless Within 
1 Mi / 1.2 Km  
(Public Mode) 

WORKING  
DISTANCE

Maximum working distance  
under optimal conditions

Up to  
5 Mi / 8 Km

Up to  
4.3 Mi / 7.0 Km

Up to  
1 Mi / 1.6 Km

Up to  
.75 Mi / 1.3 Km

AUDIO  
MULTITASKING

Simultaneous operation  
of multiple audio functions

TALK TIME Time in hours of usage Up to 13 Hours Up to 13 Hours Up to 12 Hours Up to 10 Hours

QUICK CHARGE Charges quickly over  
a short period of time

20 Minutes Charging =  
Up to 5 Hours  
of Operation

CHARGE TIME Time in hours to full charge 1.5 Hours 2.5 Hours 3 Hours 2.5 Hours

NEWNEW

12   NEW PRODUCTS
A . BOOM!™ AUDIO 30K BLUETOOTH® HELMET 

HEADSET
The Boom!™ Audio 30K Bluetooth® Headset is Harley-
Davidson's flagship wireless headset engineered to 
simplify and extend wireless communication. The 30K 
Headset comes with 2 modules (1 Bluetooth and 1 Mesh) 
and offers an exceptional integrated experience when 
paired to your bike's Boom! Box infotainment system 
via the Wireless Headset Interface Module (WHIM), sold 
separately. When paired with the WHIM, you can enjoy 
full stereo sound, use the bike's infotainment screen to 
configure your headset, and leverage the existing hand 
controls to ensure safe and controlled riding as you move 
effortlessly through music, phone, GPS and push-to-talk 
intercom conversations.  When equipped with the new 
Boom! Box GTS Radio, this headset will enable the use 
of Apple CarPlay®.  Without the WHIM, you can control 
your 30K through available hands-free voice commands 
or the glove friendly jog dial menu navigation. And, if you 
prefer to use earbuds, there is an available earbud port 
in the base. Kit includes headset, additional earpads, 
mics and all necessary installation hardware.

Fits most Harley-Davidson full and 3/4 helmets. 
Bluetooth headset is compatible with Harley-
Davidson Original Equipment 6.5GT Boom! Box and 
Boom! Box GTS radio when equipped with Wireless 
Headset Interface P/N 76000768.

 76000838   Single Headset .  $329 .95

 76000840   Dual Headset Pack . $579 .95

B . BOOM!™ AUDIO 10S BLUETOOTH®  
HELMET HEADSET
Like the flagship Boom! Audio 30K Bluetooth® Headset, 
the Boom!™ Audio 10S Bluetooth Motorcycle Helmet 
Headset offers an exceptional integrated experience when 
paired to your bike's Boom! Box infotainment system 
via the Wireless Headset Interface Module (WHIM), sold 
separately. When paired with the WHIM, you can enjoy 
full stereo sound, use the bike's infotainment screen 
to configure your headset, and leverage the existing 
hand controls to ensure safe and controlled riding as 
you move effortlessly through music, phone, GPS and 
push-to-talk intercom conversations. If equipped with 
the new Boom! Box GTS radio, this headset will enable 
the use of Apple CarPlay. Without the WHIM, you can 
control your 10S through available hands-free voice 
commands or the glove friendly navigation menu. The 
10S Headset comes with 1 Bluetooth module. And, if you 
prefer to use earbuds, there is an available earbud port 
in the base. Kit includes headset, additional earpads, 
mics and all necessary installation hardware.
Fits most Harley-Davidson full and 3/4 helmets. 
Bluetooth headset is compatible with Harley-
Davidson Original Equipment 6.5GT Boom! Box and 
Boom! Box GTS radio when equipped with Wireless 
Headset Interface Module P/N 76000768.

 76000837   Single Headset .   $239 .95

 76000839   Dual Headset Pack . $429 .95
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EXTEND THE RIDE



16   NEW PRODUCTS
A . REACH® SEAT – FXDR™ 114 STYLING

This Reach® Solo Seat puts you closer to the controls 
without sacrificing the FXDR™ 114 model’s head-turning 
style. Designed to position riders with a shorter inseam 
closer to the ground, Reach Seats are shaped to place 
the rider in a comfortable and confident relationship 
to the hand and foot controls. Compared to the stock 
seat, the Reach seat moves the rider approximately 1.5" 
forward bringing the legs closer together for an easier 
reach to the controls and the ground.  Reach Seats 
feature a stepped profile that provides back support and 
keeps the rider from sliding back during acceleration. 
This Reach Solo Seat is styled to match the FXDR 114 
model’s Original Equipment seat.

 52000398  $289 .95
Fits '19-later FXDRS models.  Seat width 11.5".

B .  SUNDOWNER™ SEAT – FXDR 114 STYLING
With the Sundowner™ Seat, you don't have to sacrifice 
style for comfort. The watch-strap pleated design provides 
a high-tech look while ensuring pressure points are 
eliminated and, the black on black stitching complements 
the FXDR 114 model's styling. While the Sundowner 
Seat's low profile makes it the perfect match for the 
FXDR 114, it is much wider than the stock seat which 
helps distribute body weight for long-haul comfort while 
the scooped shape provides added rider back support 
while removing pressure points. 

 52000399  $249 .95
Fits '19-later FXDRS models.  Seat width 14.0".

C .  SUNDOWNER PASSENGER PILLION – FXDR 
114 STYLING
Styled to match the design and stitching of the Sundowner 
Seats with FXDR 114 styling, this Sundowner Passenger 
Pillion provides long distance comfort for your riding 
companion.

 52400204  $179 .95
Fits '19-later FXDRS models equipped with 
Sundowner Solo Seat P/N 52000399. Also fits with 
but does not match Oringinal Equipment seat. 
Passenger pillion width 10.0". 

D .   BEVEL SOLO SEATS
You make zero compromises when it comes to style so 
you’re not about to trade looks for comfort. And why 
should you? Now you can have the best of both worlds and 
no one needs to know. The Bevel Seats were created with 
all the attitude to suit your styling direction while providing 
all the function without the bulky look of a comfort seat. 
The low, slim profile of the Bevel Seats complement 
the lines of your bike while the carbon fiber-like inserts, 
chevron-shaped pleating, HDMC embroidered script and 
edgy aluminum button detail, that your back end won’t 
feel, add a custom look. What nobody sees but makes 
any ride better is the lightweight and breathable 3-D 
mesh material.  3-D mesh absorbs the impact of even 
the worst roads even though the material is significantly 
thinner than comparable seats. Taped seams provide 
water-resistance to keep your back-end dry even when 
the seat is wet and, the “bevel” at the back of the seat 
adds to the rider’s lower back comfort. 

 52000389  $399 .95
Fits '18-later FLSB and FXLR models. Seat width 
12.75".  Does not fit with passenger pillions.

 52000390   $399 .95
Fits '19-later FXDRS models. Seat width 13.0".

 52000391    $399 .95
Fits '18-later FXFB and FXFBS models. Seat width 
11.5".

E .  BEVEL PASSENGER PILLION
Let your passenger ride in comfort without giving up 
all the attitude you’ve styled your bike to have. Taped 
seams provide water-resistance to keep your passenger’s 
back-end dry even when the seat is wet. Styled to match 
the Bevel Solo Seat.

 52400196 FXDR™ 114 Styling . $229 .95
Fits '19-later FXDRS models equipped with Bevel 
Solo Seat P/N 52000390.  Passenger pillion width 
9.25".

 52400197 FXFB Styling . $229 .95
Fits '18-later FXFB and FXFBS models equipped with 
Bevel Solo Seat P/N 52000391.   Passenger pillion 
width 6.75".

Reach® Seats 

3-D Mesh Technology

Water-Resistant Seams 
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18   NEW PRODUCTS
A .   BEVEL TWO-UP SEATS

You make zero compromises when it comes to style so 
you’re not about to trade looks for comfort. And why 
should you? Now you can have the best of both worlds 
and no one needs to know. The Bevel Two-Up Seats were 
created with all the attitude to suit your styling direction 
while providing all the function without the bulky look of 
a comfort seat. The low, slim profile of the Bevel Seats 
complement the lines of your bike while the carbon fiber-
like inserts, chevron-shaped pleating, HDMC embroidered 
script and edgy aluminum no-feel button detail on the 
rider seat, add a custom look. What nobody sees but 
makes any ride better is the lightweight and breathable 
3-D mesh material inside the rider's saddle.  3-D mesh 
absorbs the impact of even the worst roads even though 
the material is significantly thinner than comparable seats. 
Taped seams provide water-resistance to keep you and 
your passenger's back-ends dry even when the seat is 
wet and, the “bevel” at the back of the seat adds to the 
rider’s lower back comfort. 

 52000387  $449 .95
Fits ’18-later FLDE, FLHC, FLHCS and FLSL models. 
FLDE and FLSL models require separate purchase 
of Passenger Footpegs and Passenger Footpeg 
Mounting Kit P/N 50500769 or 50500771.  Seat width 
12.75"; passenger pillion width 7.0".

 52000388  $449 .95
Fits '18-later FLFB and FLFBS models.   Seat width 
12.5"; passenger pillion width 7.0". 

 52000400  $449 .95
Fits '18-later FXBB models.   Seat width 12.5"; 
passenger pillion width 7.0".

 52000401  $449 .95
Fits '18-later FXBR and FXBRS models.  Seat width 
12.25"; passenger pillion width 7.0".

B .   SEAT MOUNTING NUTS – GLOSS BLACK
When blacking-out your bike, don't miss the details. 
These gloss black Seat Mounting Nuts take the hassle 
out of removing your two-piece seat and complete the 
blacked out look.  These rich black caps dress up the 
seat mounting tab and the knurled knob makes fastening 
and unfastening the seat easy work.  No tools required. 
Sold in pairs.

 10400049  $24 .95
Fits all Softail® and Touring models with Original 
Equipment or Genuine Motor Accessory 2-piece seat 
and knurled seat mounting nuts.

C .   BUNGEE BARS
Secure soft luggage or a spare helmet to the passenger 
pillion. Bungee Bar System provides a solid anchor point 
for cords or cargo net hooks and protects the fender 
finish from damage. Black scratch-resistant zinc-plated 
steel bars feature formed detents on each side to prevent 
sliding of bungee hooks. Kit includes left and right bars 
shockmount tiedowns and all required mounting hardware.

 50300233  $114 .95
Fits ‘19-later FXDRS models.

D .  SOFT LOWERS
Extend your riding season. Full coverage Soft Lowers 
provide wind and mud protection for the rider’s legs 
and boots and minimize cold updrafts as the weather 
changes. Covers are custom shaped to hug the engine 
guard to minimize flapping and they simply clip in place 
for speedy installation as the weather changes. Two-way 
zippered outer edge accommodates guard-mounted 
highway pegs in almost any position. Reflective piping 
provides added visibility and the rigid inner panel provides 
ample clearance around the foot controls.

 57100366  $109 .95
Fits '18-later Softail models equipped with Engine 
Guard Kit P/Ns 49000138 or 49000139. Does not fit 
with Mustache Engine Guards or Extended Reach 
Forward Controls.

Reach® Seats 

3-D Mesh Technology

Water-Resistant Seams 
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22   NEW PRODUCTS
 WILLIE G SKULL COLLECTION - BLACK

As vast and infinite as your style, these Willie G Skull 
Collection Accessories are drenched in rich obsidian black 
and let you take the blacked-out look to a whole new 
level. The menacing dimensional skull and surrounding 
Harley-Davidson Motorcycles script add just the right 
touch of attitude to their clean, dark as night backdrops.

A .   WILLIE G SKULL COLLECTION TEARDROP 
MIRRORS - BLACK
Add a little attitude to your ride. Styled to complement 
other Willie G Skull Collection Accessories, these 
Teardrop-shaped Mirrors feature the Willie G Skull with 
surrounding Harley-Davidson Motorcycles script.

 56000171  $119 .95
Fits ’82-later models (except VRSCF, XG750A, ’14- 
’16 FLHR, FLHRC and FLHRSE, ’14-later FLHTKSE  
and ’18-later FLTRXSE). Does not fit XL1200X  
models with mirrors mounted below the handlebar.  

B .  WILLIE G SKULL COLLECTION LEFT SIDE 
DECORATIVE TANK TRIM - BLACK
Styled to match the Willie G Skull Collection - Black 
Right-Side Fuel Cap, this Left-Side Decorative Tank Cap 
completes your custom look. The easy-to-install cap 
replaces the Original Equipment trim and provides the 
rider with symmetrical styling across the tank.

 57300216  $49 .95
Fits ’18-later Softail® models (except FXBB, FXBR, 
FXBRS, FXDRS, FXFB and FXFBS).

C .  WILLIE G SKULL COLLECTION HORN 
COVER - BLACK
Styled to complement other Willie G Skull Collection 
Accessories, this round horn cover features a cast 
3-dimensional Willie G Skull with surrounding Harley-
Davidson Motorcycles script. This kit re-uses Original 
Equipment horn and mounting hardware.

 61301045  $69 .95
Fits ’93-later models with side-mounted horn (except 
VRSC™ and XG models). Not available in India or 
China markets.

D .  WILLIE G SKULL COLLECTION – HAND 
GRIPS – BLACK
Contrasting the sinister Willie G Skull logo and surrounded 
by Harley-Davidson script, the raised rubber pads add 
positive grip and comfort for the long haul. Easy to 
install, these grips feature a glueless design that allows 
removal without damage. 

 56100361  1 .5” Diameter .  $99 .95
Fits ’16-’17 Dyna® FXDLS and ’16-later Softail® 
models,’14-’15 FLSTNSE, ’11-’12 FLSTSE, ’13-
’14 FXSBSE and 08-later Touring (except ’18-later 
FLTRXSE) and Trike models.

 56100364  1 .5” Diameter .  $99 .95
Fits ’02-’17 VRSC™, ’96-later XL ’08-’13 XR, ’91-
’17 Dyna® (except FXDLS), ’96-’15 Softail (except 
FLSTNSE, FXSBSE and ’11-’12 FLSTSE) and ’96-’07 
Touring models.

E .   WILLIE G SKULL COLLECTION –  
 HEATED HAND GRIPS – BLACK

Styled to complement Willie G Skull Collection hand and
foot controls, these thermostatically controlled heated
hand grips will keep you comfortable on a cool weather
ride. Featuring variable heat settings, these Grips use
automatic temperature monitoring to adjust to ambient
temperatures. With both hands on the grips, they remain 
at a constant temperature regardless of changes in 
outside temperature. The self-contained control circuit 
and control knob means you have no additional switches 
or controller boxes to mount and the grips are switched 
on/off with the ignition to avoid draining your battery. The 
glueless grip design allows grip removal if you change 
handlebars or motorcycles.

56100362  $279 .95
Fits ’16-’17 Dyna FXDLS, ’16-later Softail, and 
’08-later Touring and Trike models. Does not fit 
CVO™ models. ’16-’17 Softail models require 
separate purchase of Electrical Connection Kit P/N 
72673-11. ’14-’16 Touring and Trike models require 
separate purchase of Electrical Connection Kit P/N 
69200722. ’18-later Softail and ’17-later Touring 
and Trike models require Electrical Connection Kit 
P/N 69201599A. Does not fit ’08-’13 models with 
internally wired handlebars. The power wires for these 
grips must be wired internal of the handlebar. See 
accessory handlebars for specific heated hand grip 
exclusions. 

 56100363  $279 .95
Fits ’02-’17 VRSC, ’96-later XL, ’08-’13 XR, ’91-’17 
Dyna (except FXDLS) and ’96-’15 Softail (except 
FLSTSE, FLSTNSE, and FXSBSE) and ’96-’07 Touring 
models. ’14-later XL, ’12-’17 Dyna and ’11-’15 
Softail models require separate purchase of Electrical 
Connection Kit P/N 72673-11. Does not fit ’96-’13 
models with internally wired handlebars or FXDB 
models with Original Equipment handlebars. The 
power wires for these grips must be wired external of 
the handlebar. See accessory handlebars for specific 
heated hand grip exclusions.
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24   NEW PRODUCTS
A .  WILLIE G SKULL COLLECTION – 

FOOTBOARD INSERT KITS - BLACK
Drenched in black and styled to match the Willie G 
Skull Collection Accessories these footboard inserts 
retain the cast-in vibration isolation found on Original 
Equipment footboards. The over-molded rubber provides 
both comfort and traction while riding. Kit includes right 
and left insert.

1 .  50501283 Rider - Contemporary Style . $99 .95
Fits ’18-later FL Softail® models equipped with 
contemporary style rider footboards.

2 .  50501284 Rider - Classic Style . $99 .95
Fits '18-later FL Softail models equipped models with  
classic-style rider footboards.

3 . 50501286 Rider - Swept Wing Shape . $99 .95
Fits ’12-’16 FLD and ’86-’17 Softail, ’86-later Touring 
and Trike models equipped with Swept Wing-Shape 
rider footboards. 

4 . 50501287 Rider - Traditional Shape .  $99 .95
Fits models with traditional-shape rider footboards. 
Does not fit ’18-later Softail models.

5 . 50501285  Passenger - Traditional Style . $89 .95
Fits models equipped with traditional-shaped 
passenger footboards. Does not fit '18-later Softail 
models.

6 . 50501289 Passenger - Classic Style . $89 .95
Fits models with classic-style passenger  
footboards.

7 . 50501290 Passenger -  $89 .95 
  Contemporary Style . 

Fits models with contemporary-style passenger 
footboards.

B .   WILLIE G SKULL COLLECTION FOOTPEGS- 
BLACK
Styled to complement Willie G Skull Accessory items, 
these obsidian black footpegs feature a raised Willie G 
Skull and Harley-Davidson Motorcycles script surrounded 
by rich black rubber for grip and traction. Footpeg rotation 
is adjustable for position, so your feet ride on the rubber 
treads whether used as a rider, passenger or highway 
peg. Kit includes left and right peg.

 50501281 Rider . $84 .95
Fits ’18-later FLSB, FXBB, FXBR, FXBRS, and FXLR 
models.

 50501288 Rider . $84 .95
Fits models with H-D® male mount-style footpeg 
supports (except the rider position on ’15-later 
XG, ’07-’10 XL883L, ’07- later XL883N, XL1200N, 
XL1200T, XL1200V and XL1200X, ’11-later XL1200C, 
’16-later XL1200CX, ’17-later XL1200CP and 
XL1200CA, ’08-’13 XR and ’08-’17 FXCW, FXCWC, 
FXS, FXSB, FXSBSE and FXSE and the rider and 
passenger position on ’18-later Softail® models).

 50501282 Passenger . $84 .95
Fits passenger position on '18-later Softail models. 

C .  WILLIE G SKULL COLLECTION BRAKE 
PEDAL PADS - BLACK
Available in two sizes to fit most Harley-Davidson® 

motorcycles, these easy-to-install brake pedal pads 
feature rich black rubber for grip and traction and, they 
complement Willie G Skull Collection Footpegs and 
Footboard Inserts for a complete look.

 50600342 Small . $59 .95
Fits ’15-later XG models (except XG750A), ’14-later 
XL models with Extended Reach Forward Control Kit 
P/N 50700030, ’93-’17 Dyna® models with forward 
controls, and ’84-’17 FX Softail models (except 
FXSTDSE).

 50600343 Large . $69 .95
Fits ’12-’16 FLD, ’86-’17 FL Softail and ’80-later   
Touring and Trike models. 

 50600344 Small . $59 .95
Fits ’18-later FXBR, FXBRS and FLSB models. Also 
fits ’18-later Softail models equipped with Billet Style 
Rear Brake Lever for Forward Controls P/N 41600218, 
41600219 and 41600220.

 50600345 Large . $69 .95
Fits ’18-later FL Softail models equipped with rider 
footboards.

D .  WILLIE G SKULL COLLECTION SHIFTER 
PEG – BLACK
Styled to complement the Willie G Skull Collection Foot 
Controls, this easy-to-install shifter peg can be rotated 
to a comfortable position and the smooth back protects 
the toe of your boot from wear while shifting.

 33600258  $29 .95
Fits all models (except ’06-’17 VRSC™, models with 
forward controls and ’08-’13 XR).
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26   NEW PRODUCTS
B .  HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR CO . 

COLLECTION – AXLE NUT COVERS -   
GLOSS BLACK
Cover the front axle in style. Drenched in gloss black 
and trimmed with deep cut, silver-filled Harley-Davidson 
Motor Co. lettering, these Axle Nut Covers are an 
aggressive twist on a classic style. The covers look great 
with Original Equipment satin-finish fork sliders or are 
the perfect finishing touch to complete a blacked-out 
front or rear end. These easy to install kits include all 
necessary mounting hardware. Sold in pairs.

 43000177 Front . $31 .95
Fits ’02-’11 VRSC™ (except VRSCF and VRSCR), 
’15-later XG, ’08-later XL, ’08-’17 Dyna®, ’07-later 
Softail® (except Springer™, FLSTNSE, FXCW, FXCWC, 
FXSB, FXSBSE, FXSE, FXST-Aus, and FXSTD) and 
’08-later Touring and Trike models. ’18-later FLDE, 
FLFB, FLFBS, FLHC, FLHCS, FLSB, FLSL, FXBB, 
FXBR, FXBRS and FXLR models require separate 
purchase of Front Axle Adapter Kit P/N 43000090. 
’19-later FXDRS and ’18-later FXFB and FXFBS 
models require separate purchase of Front Axle 
Adapter Kit P/N 43000159.

 43000178 Rear . $31 .95
Fits ’08-’17 Dyna®  and ’08-later Softail® models 
(except FXCW, FXCWC, FXSB, FXSBSE, FXSE, FXST-
Aus, and ’18-later FLFB, FLFBS, FXBR, FXBRS and 
FXDRS).

A .  HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR CO . 
COLLECTION ENGINE COVERS -  
GLOSS BLACK
An aggressive twist on a classic style. The Harley-
Davidson Motor Co. Collection personifies Harley style 
and features a rich gloss black surface, trimmed with 
deep-cut silver-filled lettering that surrounds a central 
groove. The clean design and the luxurious finish are 
the perfect match for blacked-out engines. Includes 
black zinc hardware.

1 . 25701020 Derby Cover . $49 .95
Fits ’99-’00 Evolution® 1340, ’99-’17 Dyna®, ’99-'18 
Softail® (except FLSB)  and ’99-’15 Touring and Trike 
models (except FLHTCUL, FLHTKL or ’07-’15 Touring 
or Trike models with Narrow-Profile Outer Primary 
Cover P/N 25700385 or 25700438).

2 . 25701021 Derby Cover . $49 .95
Fits ’04-later XL and XR models. 

3 . 25701022 Derby Cover . $54 .95
Fits '16-later Touring and Trike and ’15-later FLHTCUL 
and FLHTKL. Also fits '07-later Touring and Trike 
models equipped with Narrow-Profile Outer Primary 
Cover P/N 25700385 or 25700438.

4 . 25701023 Derby Cover . $54 .95
Fits ’18-later FLSB and ’19-later Softail models. Also 
fits ’18 Softail models equipped with Narrow Profile 
Primary Cover P/Ns 25700900, 25700913, 25700937, 
25700941, 25701039, 25701040 and 25701043.

5 . 25600133 Timer Cover . $28 .95
Fits '99 - '17 Twin Cam equipped models.

6 . 25600134 Timer Cover . $25 .95
Fits ’04-later XL, XR and earlier models with horizontal 
holes on timer cover. 

7 . 25600135 Timer Cover . $28 .95
Fits ’17-later Milwaukee-Eight® engine-equipped 
models.

8 . 61301005 Air Cleaner Trim . $49 .95
Fits '18-later FLDE, FLHC, FLHCS, FLSL, and FXLR 
models with Original Equipment center bolt air cleaner 
cover.
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28   NEW PRODUCTS
A . WILLIE G SKULL COLLECTION – 

PASSENGER FOOTBOARD INSERT KITS - 
CHROME
The deep black rubber pads are set against a brilliant 
polished and chrome-plated field to yield the dramatic 
appearance of the Willie G Skull and surrounding Harley-
Davidson Motor Cycles script. Easy to install Footboard 
Kits retain the Original Equipment cast-in vibration isolation 
for a fatigue-free ride.  Kit includes left and right inserts.

 50501142  Classic Style .  $89 .95
Fits models with classic-style Passenger Footboards.

 50501145  Contemporary Style .   $89 .95
Fits models with contemporary-style Passenger   
Footboards.

B .  EDGE CUT COLLECTION PASSENGER 
FOOTBOARD INSERT KITS
Styled to complement the Edge Cut Collection Foot 
Controls and machined from billet aluminum, these 
footbaord inserts retain the cast-in vibration isolation 
found on Original Equipment footboards.  The over-
molded rubber provides both comfort and traction while 
riding.  Kits includes right and left insert.

 50501143 Classic Style .  $179 .95
Fits models with classic-style passenger footboards.

 50501146 Contemporary Style .  $179 .95
Fits models with contemporary-style passenger 
footboards.

C .  PASSENGER FOOTBOARD PAN KITS - 
BLACK
Complete the blacked-out transformation. Replace your 
chrome Passenger Footboard Pans with sinister black. 
Kit includes left- and right-side Footboard Pans and 
is installed using the Original Equipments hardware. 
Custom Footboard Inserts and Footboard Supports 
sold separately. 

 50501610 Classic Style . $169 .95
Fits ’06-’17 Dyna®, ’18-later Softail® (except FXDRS), 
and ’86- later Touring models equipped with 
passenger footboard supports. Does not fit Trike 
models.

 50501611 Contemporary Style . $169 .95
Fits ’06-’17 Dyna, ’18-later Softail (except FXDRS),  
and ’86- later Touring models equipped with   
passenger footboard supports. Does not fit Trike   
models.

D .  PASSENGER FOOTBOARD PAN KITS-
CHROME
Replace the factory black painted passenger footboard 
with the custom look of smooth chrome. These chrome-
plated Footboard Pans are ready to install using your 
Original Equipment hardware and the kit includes left- 
and right-side Footboard Pans. Just add your choice 
of Footboard Insert for the finishing touch. Footboard 
Supports sold separately. 

 50501144 Classic Style . $169 .95
Fits models with classic-style passenger foot 
boards. Fits ’06-’17 Dyna® ’18-later Softail® (except  
FXDRS) and ’86- later Touring models equipped with  
passenger footboard supports. Does not fit Trike 
models.

 50501147 Contemporary Style . $169 .95 
 Fits ’06-’17 Dyna, ’18-later Softail (except FXDRS)  
 and ’86-later Touring Does not fit Trike models.  

models equipped with passenger footboard supports. 
Does not fit Trike models.
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30   NEW PRODUCTS
A .  COIL COVERS

Create a custom look in minutes. Dressed in classic 
chrome or rich, gloss black these coil covers make it 
easy for you to complete your chromed- or blacked-out 
look and feature a Bar & Shield emboss in contrasting 
gloss black on the chrome cover or, chrome on the gloss 
black cover, creating a unique look. To instal, simply 
remove the OE screw, add the cover and the included 
screw, and one of the most visible parts of your bike 
is now customized. Includes all necessary hardware.

 57300213 Gloss Black . $59 .95
Fits ‘18-later Softail® models.

 57300214 Chrome . $59 .95
Fits `18-later Softail models. 

B .  PREMIUM AMERICAN FLAG KIT
Proudly display Old Glory with this Premium Flag and 
Mast Kit. The redesigned chrome-plated clamp was 
engineered to provide a secure mount to your luggage 
rack. This 14.0" x 11.0" nylon flag is sewn with pillow 
case stitching for added durability, and the mast features 
a rich bullet-shaped finial tip. Kit includes American flag, 
mounting clamp, flag mast, and all necessary hardware. 
(Flags are designed for parade use only and will not 
withstand highspeed use.)

 61400617  $64 .95
Fits Air Wing Tour-Pak® Luggage Rack P/N 79179-08, 
53000063 or 50300097, Premium Tour-Pak Luggage  
Rack P/N 53665-87, Contoured Tour-Pak Luggage  
Rack P/N 79148-06A and all luggage racks with .5"  
diameter round outer bar.

C . REAR FENDER SUPPORTS
Make a bold statement on the rear of your bike by 
swapping out the stock Fender Supports for these 
chrome or black versions.  Manufactured from Original 
Equipment components to ensure superior fit and finish, 
these Fender Supports continue your styling direction 
to the back of the bike. These Fender Supports are the 
ideal finishing touch and the perfect complement to 
available gloss black or chrome passenger sissy bars 
and luggage racks.

 59500769 Chrome .                 $329 .95
Fits '18-later FLHC and FLHCS models.

 59500771 Gloss Black .       $329 .95
Fits '18-later FLSB models.

 59500766 Gloss Black .  $329 .95
Fits '18-later FLFB and FLFBS models.

 59500767 Gloss Black .   $329 .95
Fits '18-later FXLR models.

 59500770  Gloss Black .              $329 .95
Fits '18-later FLDE models.
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34   NEW PRODUCTS
A .   ANNIHILATOR CUSTOM WHEELS

As you run red light to red light, never settle for second 
place. The 6-spoke design of the Annihilator Custom 
Wheel commands attention while slamming through the 
twisties or city streets. The fierce lines on the rim add a 
custom look that is sure to obliterate the competition. 
Tested to H-D’s rigorous standards for durability and 
finish, the Annihilator Wheel will give you years of un-
rivaled style and trouble free miles. Requires separate 
purchase of model-specific Wheel Installation Kit, Sprocket 
Hardware and Brake Rotor-specific hardware.

 43300592 19” Front - Graphite . $574 .95
Fits ’18-later FXLR models.

 43300590 18” Front - Graphite . $574 .95
Fits '18-later FLSB models.

 43300588 16” Front - Graphite . $574 .95
Fits '18-later FXFB and FXFBS models.

 40900573 16” Rear - Graphite . $574 .95
Fits '18-later FXFB, FXFBS, FXLR and FLSB models.

 43300587    16" Front -  $624 .95 
  Gloss Black w/Highlights .  

Fits '18-later FXFB and FXFBS models.

 43300589      18" Front -  $624 .95

  Gloss Black w/Highlights .  
Fits ‘18-later FLSB models.

 43300591    19" Front -  $624 .95

  Gloss Black w/Highlights .  
Fits ‘18-later FXLR models.

 43300593 19" Front  -  $624 .95 

  Gloss Black w/Highlights . 
Fits ‘18-later FXBB models.

 40900571   16" Rear -  $624 .95

  Gloss Black w/Highlights .  
Fits ‘18-later FXBB models.

 40900572    16" Rear -  $624 .95

  Gloss Black w/Highlights .  
Fits '18-later FXFB, FXFBS, FXLR and FLSB models.

B .  WHEEL INSTALLATION KIT
Once you select your wheel style, select the Wheel 
Installation Kit designed specifically for your motorcycle. 
Kit includes the bearings and spacers required for 
installation.

 42400034 Front - ABS . $79 .95
Fits '18-later Softail® models with ABS brakes (except 
FLDE, FLHC, FLHCS and FLSL).

 42400036 Rear - ABS . $79 .95
Fits '18-later Softail models.                      

 42400033 Front – Non-ABS . $79 .95
Fits '18-later Softail models (except FLSL).

 42400035 Rear – Non-ABS . $79 .95
Fits '18-later Softail models.
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IMPORTANT--PLEASE READ: We have tried to make this catalog comprehensive and factual. All product descriptions (including depictions, specifications, 
dimensions, measurements, ratings and competitive comparisons) are based on available information at the time of publication. Although such 
descriptions are believed correct, errors and changes can occur and complete accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Harley-Davidson may make changes at 
any time to prices and specifications, and may change or discontinue any of the items depicted in this catalog, without notice and without incurring any 
obligation. ATTENTION: Vehicles in the configurations shown and the accessories described in this catalog may not be available for sale or use in some 
locations. Please check with your dealer for complete product details and the latest information.

Selection varies by dealership. Prices listed are generally the Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price (MSRP), excluding taxes and shipping, and are subject 
to change without notice. Prices at local dealerships may vary. All online orders will be fulfilled and shipped by Harley-Davidson Motor Company as the 
agent for the Selling Dealer. All taxes are extra. Harley-Davidson reserves the right without prior notice to discontinue at any time any of the items herein or 
change specifications or designs without incurring any obligation to the customer. All items are subject to availability and prior sale by our dealers.

TRADEMARKS: All For Freedom Freedom For All, Aluminator, Badlander, Bar & Shield logo, Blackline, Boom!, Brawler, Breakout, CoolFlow, Cross Bones, 
Cruise Drive, Custom Coverage, Custom Vehicle Operations, CVO, Dark Custom, Daymaker, Destroyer, Detonator, Deuce, Diamond Back, Diamondback, 
Digital Technician, Disc Glide, Dominion, Dyna, Eagle Iron, Electra Glide, Electra Glo, Evolution, Fat Bob, Fat Boy, Forty-Eight, Freewheeler, Get-A-Grip, 
Hard Candy Custom, Harley, Harley-Davidson, Harley-Davidson Street, Harley Owners Group, HD, HDMC, H-D, H-D1, Heritage Softail, Heritage Springer, 
H.O.G., HOG, Hog Ties, HoldFast, Hugger, Iron883, Kahuna, Low Rider, Night Rod, Night Train, Nightster, Profile, Reach, Reflex, Revolution, Revolution 
X, Road Glide, Road King, Roadster, Road Tech, Road Zeppelin, Rocker, Screamin’ Eagle, Seventy-Two, Signature Series, Softail, Softail Slim, Spectra 
Glo, Sport Glide, Sportster, Springer, Street, Street Bob, Street Glide, Street Rod, Street Stalker, Sturgis, Sundowner, Sun Ray, Sunwash, Super Glide, 
SuperLow, SuperLow 1200T, Switchback, SYN3, Tallboy, ThunderStar, Tomahawk, Tour Glide, Tour-Pak, Tri-Glide, T-Sport, Twin Cam 88, Twin Cam 88B, 
Twin Cam 96, Twin Cam 96B, Twin Cam 103, Twin Cam 103B, Twin Cam 110, Twin Cam 110B, Twin-Cooled, Ultra Classic, V-Rod, V-Rod Muscle, VRSC, 
Wide Glide, Willie G, XR1200, XR1200X and the Harley-Davidson Genuine Motor Parts and Genuine Motor Accessories Logo are among the trademarks of 
H-D U.S.A., LLC. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

The sale or use of these parts or accessories does not grant the purchaser a license or other right under any Harley-Davidson patent.

Harley-Davidson has the engineering expertise, sophisticated dyno lab, and complete testing facilities 
to provide enthusiasts with a line of performance products designed to produce reliable horsepower in 
their V-twin engines and overall improved performance in real world riding. Engine related performance 
parts are intended FOR THE EXPERIENCED RIDER ONLY.

ATTENTION
Harley-Davidson® motorcycles modified with some Screamin’ Eagle® high-performance engine parts 
must not be used on public roads and in some cases may be restricted to closed-course competition.

WARRANTY
Installation of Screamin’ Eagle products, and similar products from other manufacturers, except some 
street compliant offerings installed by authorized Harley™ dealers, may affect your H-D™ limited 
vehicle warranty. See your dealer for more information.

Throughout this catalog you will find symbols relating to the specific application of a performance 
product. Definitions for these symbols are outlined below:

CROSSED FLAGS: These products may be intended for race use only applications. They may also be certified for 
use in a 50- tate U.S. EPA compliant application or kit. Use of any incomplete combination of certified kit products 
may not be legal for sale or use on U.S. market pollution controlled vehicles and may be restricted to closed course 
competition use. See Genuine Motor Parts & Accessories or Screamin  Eagle Accessories catalog for compliance, 
fitment and warranty information. Screamin  Eagle Performance products are intended for the experienced rider only.

STOP HAND: Harley-Davidson Motorcycles modified with some Screamin  Eagle Performance products must not 
be used on public roads and, in some cases, may be restricted to closed-course competition. These performance 
parts are 49- tate U.S. EPA compliant but are NOT compliant for sale or use in California on pollution-controlled 
motor vehicles. California guidelines on tampering can also lead to substantial fines and penalties. Screamin  Eagle 
Performance products are intended for the experienced rider only.

GO LIGHT: These Screamin  Eagle products are 50- tate U.S. EPA compliant for sale and use on all applicable 
vehicles, including those that are pollution controlled. See Genuine Motor Parts and Accessories or Screamin  
Eagle Accessories catalog for fitment information. Screamin  Eagle Performance products are intended for the 
experienced rider only.

CALIFORNIA ONLY: These Screamin’ Eagle products are street compliant for sale and use on pollution controlled 
vehicles in the state of California.

IMPORTANT--PLEASE READ: We have tried to make this catalog comprehensive and factual. All product descriptions (including depictions, specifications, dimensions, measurements, 
ratings and competitive comparisons) are based on available information at the time of publication. Although such descriptions are believed correct, errors and changes can occur 
and complete accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Harley-Davidson may make changes at any time to prices and specifications, and may change or discontinue any of the items 
depicted 
in this catalog, without notice and without incurring any obligation. ATTENTION: Vehicles in the configurations shown and the accessories described in this catalog may not be available 
for sale or use in some locations. Please check with your dealer for complete product details and the latest information.

Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer's suggested retail prices. Excludes taxes and shipping. Actual prices may vary.

TRADEMARKS: All For Freedom Freedom For All, Aluminator, Badlander, Bar & Shield logo, Blackline, Boom!, Brawler, Breakout, CoolFlow, Cross Bones, Cruise Drive, Custom Coverage, 
Custom Vehicle Operations, CVO, Dark Custom, Daymaker, Destroyer, Detonator, Deuce, Diamond Back, Diamondback, Digital Technician, Disc Glide, Dominion, Dyna, Eagle Iron, Electra 
Glide, Electra Glo, Evolution, Fat Bob, Fat Boy, Forty-Eight, Freewheeler, Get-A-Grip, Hard Candy Custom, Harley, Harley-Davidson, Harley-Davidson Street, Harley Owners Group, HD, 
HDMC, H-D, H-D1, Heritage Softail, Heritage Springer, H.O.G., HOG, Hog Ties, HoldFast, Hugger, Iron883, Kahuna, Low Rider, Night Rod, Night Train, Nightster, Profile, Reach, Reflex, 
Revolution, Revolution X, Road Glide, Road King, Roadster, Road Tech, Road Zeppelin, Rocker, Screamin’ Eagle, Seventy-Two, Signature Series, Softail, Softail Slim, Spectra Glo, Sport 
Glide, Sportster, Springer, Street, Street Bob, Street Glide, Street Rod, Street Stalker, Sturgis, Sundowner, Sun Ray, Sunwash, Super Glide, SuperLow, SuperLow 1200T, Switchback, 
SYN3, Tallboy, ThunderStar, Tomahawk, Tour Glide, Tour-Pak, Tri-Glide, T-Sport, Twin Cam 88, Twin Cam 88B, Twin Cam 96, Twin Cam 96B, Twin Cam 103, Twin Cam 103B, Twin Cam 
110, Twin Cam 110B, Twin-Cooled, Ultra Classic, V-Rod, V-Rod Muscle, VRSC, Wide Glide, Willie G, XR1200, XR1200X and the Harley-Davidson Genuine Motor Parts and Genuine Motor 
Accessories Logo are among the trademarks of H-D U.S.A., LLC. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

The sale or use of these parts or accessories does not grant the purchaser a license or other right under any Harley-Davidson patent.

©2018 H-D or its affiliates. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, HARLEY, H-D, and the Bar & Shield Logo are among the trademarks of the H-D U.S.A., LLC. 
Third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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